We have detected bright HC 7 N J = 21 − 20 emission toward multiple locations in the Serpens South cluster-forming region using the K-Band Focal Plane Array at the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope. HC 7 N is seen primarily toward cold filamentary structures that have yet to form stars, largely avoiding the dense gas associated with small protostellar groups and the main central cluster of Serpens South. Where detected, the HC 7 N abundances are similar to those found in other nearby starforming regions. Toward some HC 7 N 'clumps', we find consistent variations in the line centroids relative to NH 3 (1,1) emission, as well as systematic increases in the HC 7 N non-thermal line widths, which we argue reveal infall motions onto dense filaments within Serpens South with minimum mass accretion rates of M ∼ 2 − 5 M ⊙ Myr −1 . The relative abundance of NH 3 to HC 7 N suggests that the HC 7 N is tracing gas that has been at densities n ∼ 10 4 cm −3 for timescales t 1 − 2 × 10 5 yr. Since HC 7 N emission peaks are rarely co-located with those of either NH 3 or continuum, it is likely that Serpens South is not particularly remarkable in its abundance of HC 7 N, but instead the serendipitous mapping of HC 7 N simultaneously with NH 3 has allowed us to detect HC 7 N at low abundances in regions where it otherwise may not have been looked for. This result extends the known star-forming regions containing significant HC 7 N emission from typically quiescent regions, like the Taurus molecular cloud, to more complex, active environments.
INTRODUCTION
Cyanopolyynes are carbon-chain molecules of the form HC2n+1N. At higher n, these molecules are among the longest and heaviest molecules found in the interstellar medium, and to date have been primarily seen toward several nearby, low-mass star-forming regions, and in the atmospheres of AGB stars (Winnewisser & Walmsley 1978) . For example, cyanohexatriyne (HC7N) has been detected toward several starless and protostellar cores within the Taurus molecular cloud (Kroto et al. 1978; Snell et al. 1981 ; Cernicharo et al. 1986; Olano et al. 1988 ; Sakai et al. 2008) ⋆ E-mail:friesen@di.utoronto.ca and more recently in Lupus (Sakai et al. 2010) , Cepheus (Cordiner et al. 2011) and Chamaeleon (Cordiner et al. 2012) . The long cyanopolyynes are interesting for several reasons. They are organic species, and their abundance in star-forming regions raises questions about whether they are able to persist in the gas phase or on dust grains as star formation progresses, for example, in the disk around a protostar. While excited at temperatures and densities typical of star-forming regions, to form in high abundances cyanopolyynes require the presence of reactive carbon in the gas phase. In addition, the high abundances of long (n 3) cyanopolyynes in regions like Taurus can be best explained by chemical reaction networks containing molecular anions like C6H
− ), which have only recently been discovered in the interstellar medium (McCarthy et al. 2006; Gupta et al. 2007; Cordiner et al. 2013) . Species like HC7N are thus expected to be abundant in star-forming regions where atomic carbon is not yet entirely locked up in CO, and to then deplete rapidly from the gas phase as the rates of destructive ion-molecule reactions dominate over formation reactions due to the depletion of atomic carbon. Consequently, measurements of the abundances of cyanopolyynes of several lengths, e.g., HC3N, HC5N, and HC7N, could be used as a probe of age in molecular cloud cores (Stahler 1984) . Here, we present the serendipitous discovery of multiple HC7N 'clumps' within the young, clusterforming Serpens South region within the Aquila rift. This is the first detection of HC7N in the Aquila rift, and also the first detection of HC7N in an active, cluster-forming environment. Serpens South is a star-forming region, associated in projection with the Aquila Rift, that contains a bright, young protostellar cluster (the Serpens South Cluster, or SSC) embedded within a hub-filament type formation of dense gas seen in absorption against the infrared background (Gutermuth et al. 2008) . The cluster's large stellar density (> 430 stars pc −2 ), relatively high cluster membership (48 young stellar objects, or YSOs, in the cluster, and 43 more along the filaments) and unusually high fraction (77%) of Class I protostars among its YSOs are all evidence that star formation in the SSC has likely only very recently begun (e.g., within (2 ± 1) × 10 5 yr), and that the star formation rate is high in the cluster core (∼ 90 M⊙ Myr −1 , Gutermuth et al. 2008) . The dense gas filaments to the north and south have lower star formation efficiencies (∼ 30 % vs. ∼ 5 %), with an average SF R ∼ 23 M⊙ Myr −1 pc −2 over the entire complex (Maury et al. 2011) . Near-infrared polarimetry suggests the magnetic field in the region is coherent over the entire structure of dense gas, with field lines largely perpendicular to the main gas filament (Sugitani et al. 2011) . Recently, Kirk et al. (2013) found evidence for accretion flows both onto and along one of the filaments at rates that are comparable to the current star formation rate in the central cluster.
The distance to the SSC is currently debated. Serpens South lies within the highest extinction region along the Aquila Rift (mid-cloud distance d ∼ 270 pc; Straižys et al. 2003) , and is close in projection to the W40 OB association. The Serpens Main star-forming region lies 3
• to the north. Local standard of rest (LSR) velocities are similar within all three objects. Recent VLBA parallax measurements, however, have shown that a YSO associated with Serpens Main is more distant than the Rift (d = 415 ± 5 pc; Dzib et al. 2010) , while distance estimates to W40 range from d ∼ 300 pc to d ∼ 900 pc [cite] . Through a comparison of the x-ray luminosity function of the young cluster powering the W40 HII region with the Orion cluster, Kuhn et al. (2010) put W40 at a best-fit distance of ∼ 600 pc, but do not rule out a smaller value. In contrast, the Herschel Gould Belt Survey assumed both the SSC and W40 are 260 pc distant (André et al. 2010; Bontemps et al. 2010) . Maury et al. (2011) also argue that the SSC and W40 are at the same distance, citing their location within the same visual extinction feature presented by Bontemps et al. (2010) , and their similar velocities that span a continuum in vLSR between 4 km s −1 and 10 km s −1 . The authors further suggest that the location of Serpens Main within a separate extinction feature, and its larger derived distance, may indicate that Serpens Main is behind the Aquila Rift (and hence the SSC and W40). In this work, we assume a distance of 260 pc to Serpens South to compare more readily with published results, but also discuss the implications of a larger distance on our analysis. We have performed observations of the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) inversion transitions, and simultaneously the HC7N J = 21 − 20 rotational transition, toward the SSC and associated molecular gas using the 7-element K-band Focal Plane Array (KFPA) at the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT) in shared-risk observing time. In this paper, we show remarkable detections of abundant HC7N toward multiple locations within the cluster-forming region, and present initial analysis of the NH3 emission with respect to the HC7N detections. In a future paper, we will present the NH3 data in more detail. In §2, we describe the observations and data reduction, and present the molecular line maps and spectra in §3. In §4, we show that systematic variations in the non-thermal line widths between HC7N and NH3, as well as the presence of coherent velocity gradients in the HC7N emission, suggest that the HC7N is largely tracing material recently accreted onto dense filaments and cores in Serpens South. In addition, we determine relative abundances of HC7N and NH3 that are consistent with chemically 'young' gas. We summarize our results in §5.
OBSERVATIONS
Observations of the NH3 (J, K) = (1,1) and (2,2) inversion transitions (rest frequencies of 23.694 GHz and 23.723 GHz, respectively) and the HC7N J = 21 − 20 rotational line (23.68789 GHz; Kroto et al. 1978) toward the Serpens South region were performed using the KFPA at the GBT between November 2010 and April 2011 in shared risk time. The total map extent is approximately 30 ′ by 31 ′ , or 2.3 pc × 2.3 pc assuming a distance of 260 pc to Serpens South, with an angular resolution of ∼ 32 ′′ (FWHM) or 0.04 pc. The mapped region is outlined in yellow in Figure 1 , over a three-colour (RGB) Spitzer image (blue -3.6 µm; green -4.5 µm; red -8 µm) of the Serpens South protocluster and its surroundings (Gutermuth et al. 2008 ). The GBT spectrometer was used as the backend. We centred the first 50 MHz IF, which was observed with all seven beams, such that both the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) and the HC7N J = 21 − 20 emission lines were within the band. A second 50 MHz IF was centered on the NH3 (3,3) line and was observed with a single beam. The NH3 (3,3) data will be discussed in a future paper. Each IF contained 4096 channels with 12.2 kHz frequency resolution, or 0.15 km s −1 at 23.7 GHz. Since the telescope scan rate is limited by the rate at which data can be dumped at the GBT (where data must be dumped every 13 ′′ to ensure Nyquist sampling at 23 GHz), the large map was split into ten sub-maps which were observed multiple times each. Each sub-map was made by scanning the array in rows in right ascension (R. A.), spacing subsequent scans by 13 ′′ in declination (Decl.). The submaps have similar sensitivity, although weather variations between different observing dates ensured some spread in Figure 1 . Spitzer RGB (8 µm, 4.5 µm, 3.6 µm) image of the Serpens South protocluster (Gutermuth et al. 2008) . White contours show integrated HC 7 N J = 21 − 20 emission at 0.15 K km s −1 (4 σ), 0.3 K km s −1 , 0.6 K km s −1 , 0.9 K km s −1 , and 1.2 K km s −1 . Individual HC 7 N emission peaks discussed in the text are labeled. The physical scale assuming d = 260 pc is shown. Yellow contours show the map extent where the rms noise per velocity channel of width 0.15 km s −1 is σ < 0.1 K.
the rms noise between sub-maps (see below). The data were taken in position-switching mode, with a common off position (R.A. 18:29:18, Decl. -2:08:00) that was checked for emission to the TMB ∼ 0.1 K level in the NH3 (1,1) transition.
The data were reduced and imaged using the GBT KFPA data reduction pipeline (version 1.0) and calibrated to TMB units, with the additional input of relative gain factors for each of the beams and polarizations derived from standard observations (listed in Table 1 ). The absolute calibration accuracy is estimated to be ∼ 10 %. The data were then gridded to 13 ′′ pixels in AIPS. Baselines were fit with a second order polynomial. The mean rms noise in the offline channels of the resulting NH3 (1,1), (2,2), and HC7N data cubes is 0.06 K per 0.15 km s −1 velocity channel, with higher values (∼ 0.1 K) near the map edges where fewer beams overlapped. In general, the noise in the map is consistent, with a 1-σ variation of 0.01 K in the region where all the KFPA beams overlap. 
RESULTS
We show in Figure 1 the HC7N J = 21 − 20 integrated intensity overlaid as contours over the Spitzer RGB image. We find significant HC7N emission toward multiple regions in Serpens South. Individual HC7N peaks are labeled 1 through 7 in order of decreasing peak line brightness temperature, with adjacent, potentially-connected sources identified as, e.g., 1a and 1b, while the emission associated with the protostellar cluster itself is labeled SSC. Contours begin at 4-σ (0.15 K km s −1 ). We list in Table 2 the R. A. and Decl. of the location of peak line brightness toward each clump identified in Figure 1 , along with the peak line brightness in TMB.
The strongest and most extended HC7N emission follows the dark 8 µm absorption feature that runs north of the central protocluster, and separates into two HC7N integrated intensity maxima (clumps 1a and 1b). A small HC7N clump is seen in the east (clump 2), with relatively bright (∼ 1 K) emission and very narrow line widths (∼ 0.18 km s −1 ). In the west, HC7N forms a filament-like feature with peak line strengths of ∼ 0.5 − 0.8 K (clumps 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b). Similar line strengths are also found in the extended HC7N feature to the north (clump 5). Several additional HC7N detections are found toward the dark, narrow filament extending south-east of the central protocluster (clumps 7a and 7b), and toward some 8 µm absorption features in the north-east. While not shown, NH3 is detected over most of the mapped area, with strong emission correlating well with the continuum, and fainter emission extending between the filaments. Small offsets between the NH3 and continuum emission peaks are present toward some locations, as seen previously in NH3 studies of other star-forming regions (Friesen et al. 2009 ).
Figures 2 and 3 show in greater detail the HC7N detections relative to both the thermal continuum emission from dust (500 µm emission from the Herschel SPIRE instrument at 36
′′ angular resolution, taken with the Herschel Gould Belt survey; André et al. 2010 ) and NH3 integrated intensity (dark and light grey contours). Herschel images of the dust continuum toward Serpens South are presented in Bontemps et al. (2010) and Könyves et al. (2010) . We also show the locations of Spitzer-identified Class 0 and Class I protostars (Gutermuth et al., in preparation; based on the identification and classification system in Gutermuth et al. 2009 ). Strikingly, HC7N emission strongly avoids regions with numerous protostars, with the exception of a faint integrated intensity peak toward the SSC itself (labeled SSC).
Few protostars are seen within the HC7N contours, including toward the SSC. Interestingly, HC7N is also not detected toward multiple dark features in Serpens South with no embedded sources.
Figures 2 and 3 clearly show variations in the distribution of HC7N emission and structures traced by both NH3 and the dust, with some spatial correspondence between all three species at low emission levels, but with emission peaks that are often distinctly offset from each other. For example, HC7N clumps 1a and 1b lie directly to the north and south of a filamentary ridge that is one of the strongest features in both the NH3 and continuum maps outside of the central cluster. HC7N clump 2 shows the best correlation between HC7N, dust, and NH3 emission. HC7N clumps 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b all follow a faint filamentary dust structure west. The 4a and 4b peaks are offset to the east of the structure delineated by the continuum emission, while the HC7N and NH3 emission contours overlap at low levels. HC7N clump 5 shows an elongated structure that runs between two NH3 integrated intensity maxima, themselves within an elongated continuum structure. Two integrated intensity maxima, labeled as HC7N clump 6, bracket an NH3 peak that also follows the large-scale dust emission. The 7a and 7b HC7N clumps lie along the filament extending to the south-east from the central cluster, with emission peaks offset from the NH3 maxima. While few maps of HC7N emission have been published, observations toward TMC-1 show the HC7N emission peak offset by ∼ 7 ′ from the NH3 emission peak (Olano et al. 1988) , while maps of HC3N show integrated intensity peaks offset from the continuum peak in starless cores, or the protostar location in protostellar cores (e.g., L1512 and L1251A, respectively Cordiner et al. 2011) .
While many of the HC7N clumps are identified only by single contours of 4σ levels in integrated intensity maps, the detections are indeed significant. In Figure 4 , we present the HC7N spectra at the locations of peak line emission toward each of the identified clumps.
NH3 line fitting
We simultaneously fit the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) spectra at each pixel in the maps with a custom Gaussian hyperfine structure fitting routine written in IDL. The routine used was modified from that described in detail in Friesen et al. (2009) , where the NH3 (1,1) line was fit using the full hyperfine analysis, while the NH3 (2,2) line was fit separately by a single Gaussian. Here, we create model NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) spectra given input kinetic gas temperature, TK , the Figure 2 . Herschel SPIRE 500 µm dust continuum emission (greyscale; André et al. 2010) toward HC 7 N clumps 1a, 1b, 2, 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b identified in Figure 1 . Overlaid are NH 3 (1,1) integrated intensity contours (dark and light grey contours) and HC 7 N 21-20 integrated intensity contours (red, at intervals of 0.15 K km s −1 , or 4 σ). The 32 ′′ FWHM GBT beam at 23 GHz is shown by the hashed circle in each subplot. The Herschel beam at 500 µm is 36 ′′ . The Herschel data are shown to illustrate the continuum features in areas not mapped by AzTEC/ASTE at 1 mm. White crosses show Class 0 and Class I protostar locations (Gutermuth et al., in preparation) .
line-of-sight (LOS) velocity relative to the local standard of rest (LSR), vLSR , the line full-width at half maximum, ∆v, the NH3 (1,1) opacity, τ (1,1) , and the excitation temperature, Tex. We then perform a chi-square minimization against the observed NH3 emission. This fitting routine is similar to that detailed by Rosolowsky et al. (2008) . The model assumes equal excitation temperatures for the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) lines, and for each hyperfine component. The model spectra are created assuming the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) lines also have equal LOS velocities and equal Gaussian line widths. The opacity of the (2,2) line is calculated relative to the (1,1) line following Ho & Townes (1983) . The expected emission frequencies and emitted line fractions for the hyperfine components were taken from Kukolich (1967) . We additionally assume the line emission fills the beam (the best-fit Tex will be a lower limit if the observed emission does not entirely fill the beam).
In our analysis, we mask the fit results where the signalto-noise ratio, S/N < 4 in the NH3 (1,1) line for vLSR and ∆v, and mask where S/N < 5 in the NH3 (2,2) line for TK (and consequently results that depend on TK ). We find that this cut ensures that both the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) lines are detected with enough S/N that the kinetic gas temperatures are determined through the hyperfine fits to a precision of ∼ 1−2 K. Where two distinct NH3 components are found along the line of sight, the routine fits the NH3 hyperfine structure corresponding to the strongest component. In pixels where the line strengths of both components are nearly equal, we thus find larger returned line widths. This effect is only seen, however, toward small areas in the map, and is not an issue for any regions where HC7N is detected. The NH3 column density is derived from the returned parameters following Friesen et al. (2009) .
In the following discussion, we focus only on the NH3 kinematics, column density and temperature as these properties relate to the detected HC7N emission. A detailed study of the dense gas structure and kinematics in Serpens South as traced by NH3 will be presented in an upcoming paper.
HC7N line fitting
The rotational lines of HC7N exhibit quadrupole hyperfine splitting, with line spacing approximately eqQ/4J
2 , where eqQ = 4.29 MHz for HC7N (McCarthy et al. 2000) . The resulting splitting for the HC7N J = 21 − 20 transition is ∼ 2.5 kHz, and is unresolved by our spectral resolution of 12 kHz. We therefore fit the HC7N emission with a single Gaussian to determine vLSR , ∆v, and the peak amplitude of the emission where detected with a signal-to-noise S/N 4 across the map. Figure 4 shows the HC7N J = 21 − 20 spectra toward the peak emission locations of the integrated intensity maxima identified in Figure 1 with overlaid Gaussian fits. Even toward the faint detections in the integrated intensity map, the lines are well-fit by single Gaussians. We list in Table 3 the mean and 1σ variation in vLSR , line width FWHM ∆v, and peak brightness temperature, TMB, for each HC7N clump. Toward most of the HC7N features, we find line widths ∆v ∼ 0.4 − 0.5 km s −1 , which are similar to those found toward several other regions. For example, HC7N line widths toward L492 and TMC-1 are 0.56 km s −1 and 0.43 km s −1 , respectively, although at poorer angular resolution than in this study (1 ′ .2 and 1 ′ .6 versus 32 ′′ ). The HC7N line in TMC-1 was further shown to be a composite of several velocity components with more narrow lines (Dickens et al. 2001) . The protostellar source L1527 shows similar line widths to those we find in Serpens South, at the same angular resolution (Sakai et al. 2008) . Many previous HC7N detections toward low mass starless and protostellar sources, however, show significantly smaller line widths, with ∆v ∼ 0.2 − 0.3 km s −1 (e.g., Cernicharo et al. 1986 ). We determine the column density from the integrated intensity, W , assuming the line is optically thin and in local thermodynamic equilibrium following Olano et al. (1988) : ment, J l is the lower rotational level, ν is the transition frequency, and Eu/k = 11.37 K is the energy of the upper level of the transition. Jν(TK ) and Jν(T bg ) are the RayleighJeans equivalent excitation and background temperatures (T bg = 2.73 K), where Jν (T ) = hν/k × (exp(hν/kT ) − 1) −1 . We set the excitation temperature equal to the kinetic gas temperature derived from the NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) hyperfine line fit analysis. We calculate the formal uncertainty in W , σW = ∆vres(N ch ) 1/2 rms, where ∆vres is the spectral resolution in km s −1 , N ch is the number of channels in the integrated area, and rms is the rms noise level. Given the noise level in the map and using a typical temperature TK = 11 K (the mean kinetic gas temperature traced by NH3 where HC7N is detected is 10.8 K; see §4), the 3-σ lower limit in HC7N column density is ∼ 2 × 10 12 cm −2 . The σ values used to calculate this limit do not include the ∼ 10 % overall calibration uncertainty, or the uncertainty introduced by setting Tex = TK . We expect Tex = TK is a good assumption, however, as HC7N should thermalize rapidly at densities n > 10 3 cm −3 due to its large collisional cross section (see §4.1). A decrease in Tex of 2 K from the mean TK value would increase the resulting column density by only 5 %. Alternatively, HC7N may be excited in gas that is warmer than that traced by NH3. Increasing the excitation temperature by 2 − 4 K, however, results in a decrease in N (HC7N) of only 3 − 4 %.
Where detected, we find typical HC7N column densities N (HC7N) ∼ 3 − 6 × 10 12 cm −2 outside of the main north-south filament, where
in clumps 1a and 1b. The larger column density peaks in 1a and 1b are similar to those found in TMC-1, where large cyanopolyynes were first detected in star-forming regions (Kroto et al. 1978) . The lower range of column densities is similar to values found in low-mass starless and protostellar cores where HC7N has been detected previously. For example, Cordiner et al. (2011) find N (HC7N) = 1.9 ± 0.1 × 10 12 cm −2 toward the starless core L1512, and N (HC7N) = 4.7 ± 0.4 × 10 12 cm −2 toward a location 40 ′′ offset from the L1251A IRS3 Class 0 protostar.
Abundances
We calculate the abundance along the line-of-sight of NH3 and HC7N relative to H2 by determining the H2 column density from 1.1 mm thermal continuum data observed to- a Non-thermal line widths are derived assuming a gas temperature equal to the kinetic temperature derived from NH 3 hfs fitting. b HC 7 N abundances are derived as N (HC 7 N)/N (H 2 ), where N (H 2 ) is determined from 1.1 mm continuum emission (Gutermuth et al. in prep) . Several HC 7 N clumps are outside the boundaries of the millimeter continuum map.
slightly smaller region than the GBT observations, so we are not able to determine the H2 column density toward the HC7N clumps 3a, 3b, and 6. We derive N (H2) following the standard modified blackbody analysis,
, where Sν is the continuum flux density, Ωm is the beam solid angle, µ = 2.33 is the mean molecular weight, mH is the mass of hydrogen, κν is the dust opacity per unit mass, and Bν(T d ) is the Planck function at the dust temperature T d . We set the dust opacity at 1.1 mm, κ1.1mm = 0.0114 cm 2 g −1 , interpolated from the Ossenkopf & Henning (1994) dust model for grains with coagulated ice mantles (Schnee et al. 2009 ). We set the dust temperature equal to the kinetic gas temperature as determined by NH3. In general, we expect this second assumption to introduce little error, since the dust and gas are likely coupled at the densities typical of the Serpens South filaments (Goldsmith 2001) .
The distribution and locations of peak HC7N emission are frequently offset from peaks in the NH3 emission, and also from peaks in the (sub)millimeter continuum emission. 
DISCUSSION

HC7N and NH3 chemistry
The HC7N J = 21 − 20 and NH3 (J, K) = (1, 1) inversion transitions are excited in similar conditions. The critical density of the HC7N transition, where collisional deexcitation rates are equal to radiative de-excitation rates, is given by ncr = A ul /(v σ). Here, A ul is the spontaneous emission coefficient, σ is the collisional cross section, and v is the average velocity of the collision partners (H2 and He). For HC7N J = 21 − 20, A ul ∼ 1.6 × 10 −6 s −1 (Olano et al. 1988 ). The collisional cross section of HC7N is expected to be large, and has been estimated by scaling the crosssection for HC3N by the ratio of the HC7N/HC3N linear lengths, giving σ = 1.6 × 10 −14 cm 2 with an uncertainty of ∼ 25 % (Bujarrabal et al. 1981) . Setting v = kT /m, where T = 11 K and m = 2.33 mH, we find the resulting HC7N critical density ncr ∼ 5 × 10 3 cm −3 . For NH3 (1,1), ncr = 3.9 × 10 3 cm −3 (Maret et al. 2009 ). Given the similarity of the critical densities and the rest frequencies of the HC7N and NH3 transitions, the excitation curves of the two transitions as a function of gas density, Tex vs. n, also agree well.
In most regions in Serpens South, we find that the HC7N emission peaks are offset from peaks in the NH3 integrated intensity and millimeter continuum emission (see Figures 2 and 3) . Furthermore, Figure 5 shows that NH3 and HC7N show different distributions with gas temperature (a) and with H2 column density (b). HC7N is preferentially present toward cold locations in Serpens South, whereas NH3 is also excited in warmer regions. In addition, HC7N emission is not detected over a smooth distribution of H2 column density, in contrast to NH3. Instead, the HC7N detections are relatively overdense at both low and high col- Figure 5 . a) Normalized histogram showing the gas temperature distribution where HC 7 N (red) and NH 3 (black) are detected in Serpens South. Although both distributions peak at T K ∼ 10.8 K, HC 7 N is almost entirely found at low temperatures (mean T K = 10.8 K, σ T = 0.6 K), with the exception of a few warmer points associated with the SSC HC 7 N clump. In contrast, NH 3 also traces warmer material (mean T K = 11.3 K, σ T = 1.3 K). b) Normalized histogram showing the H 2 column density distribution where HC 7 N (red) and NH 3 (black) are detected in Serpens South. Note in both panels that some HC 7 N emission contours extend beyond the regions where T K or N (H 2 ) are fit well. In a), these points are most likely at low T K ; in b), these points are most likely at low N (H 2 ).
umn density (although the distribution is not bimodal). Differences in the observed distribution of the molecular line emission must therefore be explained through chemistry or dynamics in the cloud. In this sub-section, we discuss the chemical formation and destruction pathways, and relevant timescales, for NH3 and HC7N.
Since the HC7N emission is likely optically thin, in general the locations of greatest HC7N abundance are also likely offset from the NH3 and continuum peaks. We show in Figure 6 the distribution of [NH3] / [HC7N] relative to N (H2), colored by HC7N clump (omitting those clumps outside of the millimeter continuum map). We find that the NH3 to HC7N abundance increases with N (H2), although the scatter in this trend is large. The span in relative NH3 / HC7N abundance is a factor of ∼ 35, while the span in H2 column density is a factor of ∼ 12. In particular, HC7N clump 1a spans most of the values observed in both [NH3] / [HC7N] and N (H2), while the other HC7N clumps show less variation in both values. HC7N clump 4, which lies within a narrow, low column density filament seen in continuum emission, has both the lowest H2 column density (where we are able to measure) and lowest mean ratio of
The distribution of HC7N and NH3 in Serpens South can be explained through simple chemical models of cold, dense gas, assuming that regions of higher H2 column density also track greater gas volume densities. Since the formation of NH3 is limited by neutral-neutral reactions, it has a long formation timescale at a given gas density. In contrast, chemical models show that long carbon-chain molecules like HC7N are produced rapidly in cold, dark clouds through ion-neutral and neutral-neutral reactions, but high abundances of these species are only found well before the models reach a steady-state chemical equilibrium (Herbst & Leung 1989) . At densities n ∼ 10 4 cm −3 and temperatures T ∼ 10 K, HC7N peaks in abundance, and then rapidly becomes less abundant due to chemical reactions after t ∼ 10 5 yr ). The trend in the relative abundances of NH3 and HC7N is shown in Figure 7 , Some models suggest that a second cyanopolyyne abundance peak may occur at later times in the evolution of a star-forming cloud, as elements start to deplete from the gas phase through 'freezing out' onto dust grains. Specifically, the depletion of gas-phase O, which reacts destructively with carbon-chain molecules, is the main cause of this second, 'freeze out' peak (Brown & Charnley 1990) . In Serpens South, however, the observed distribution of HC7N relative to the dust continuum and NH3 emission, along with the kinematics discussed above, suggests that the HC7N is tracing material that has only recently reached sufficient density for the species to form.
One possible exception to this interpretation is the HC7N SSC clump, which is co-located with the central cluster, although offset to the north-west from both the continuum and NH3 emission peaks associated with the cluster (see Figure 3) . Given the large surface density of young stars in the cluster core, we may expect the core chemistry to be similar to that found in 'hot corinos', the low-mass analog of hot cores around high mass stars (Ceccarelli 2005) . In these regions, many complex organic species are found, and chemical models suggest long-chain cyanopolyynes like HC5N and HC7N may again become abundant in the gas phase for short times (Chapman et al. 2009 ). While the kinetic gas temperature traced by NH3 is warmer than in the filaments, it is not sufficient (TK ∼ 15.5 K toward the HC7N detection) to remove substantial amounts of molecular species from dust grain mantles as expected in a hot molecular core. The NH3 analysis gives a mean temperature along the line-of-sight, however, and gas temperatures may indeed be greater in the cluster interior. Alternatively, comparison of the location of the HC7N emission relative to the protostars identified in the SSC shows that even in this cluster, only a few YSOs have been identified near the edges of the HC7N SSC integrated intensity contour, with none toward the HC7N emission peak (Gutermuth et al., in prep) . This suggests that even at the cluster centre, HC7N is only abundant where stars have yet to form, and may again highlight chemically younger material in the central region as in the rest of the region.
Kinematics of NH3 and HC7N
Differences in line centroids and non-thermal line widths
In general, NH3 and HC7N show similar LOS velocities where detected along the same line-of-sight, as shown in Figure 8 , where a comparison of NH3 and HC7N line centroids largely falls along the line of unity (shown as a solid grey line in the Figure) . As a guide, the dashed lines show the 1-1 relationship, plus or minus the mean uncertainty in the line centroid from the Gaussian fits to the HC7N lines for the data points plotted. NH3 line centroids are determined to up to a factor of ∼ 10 better accuracy due to the simultaneous fitting of 18 hyperfine components in the NH3 (1,1) line. We note, however, that Figure 8 shows intriguing variations in vLSR between HC7N and NH3 in some regions. One such region is the ridge immediately north of the central cluster, which is aligned north-south. Figure 8 b) shows that the HC7N line centroids are both red-and blue-shifted around the NH3 values. In this region, the best agreement between the line centroids is found at the greatest vLSR values. Similar shifts, but with smaller magnitudes, are seen toward the region containing HC7N peaks 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b, shown in Figure 8c .
In Figure 9 , we show the kinematics traced by NH3 and HC7N toward the HC7N 1a and 1b clumps along the axis of the filamentary-like structure traced by the continuum emission in this region. Figure 9a shows the difference in line centroid between HC7N and NH3, vLSR, HC 7 N − vLSR, NH 3 , toward 1a and 1b. The black vertical line shows the axis along which the difference in line centroid (b), difference in non-thermal line width (c), and column densities of HC7N and H2 (d) are plotted, where the plotted points and error bars are the mean and standard deviation of the data in R.A. strips at constant declination. In Figures 9b, c , and d, we also show the declination of the continuum peak as a dashed grey line. The variation in line centroid between NH3 and HC7N is seen clearly, with HC7N tracing gas at higher velocity than NH3 toward 1a, to HC7N tracing gas at lower velocity than NH3 toward 1b, and a region in the centre (which is not aligned with the continuum peak) where the line centroids agree within the standard deviation. Figure 9c also shows that over much of the north-south ridge, the non-thermal line-widths traced by HC7N are significantly greater than those traced by NH3, if we assume equal kinetic temperatures for both species. If we instead determine the temperature required to ensure the non-thermal motions traced by HC7N are equal to that of NH3, the resulting temperature for HC7N is ∼ 60 K. Given the similarity in critical densities between the HC7N and NH3 lines and the lack of strong, nearby heating sources, this large variation in gas temperature between the species is highly unlikely. In addition, as discussed in §4.1, Figure 5 shows that HC7N is found primarily toward the colder regions in Serpens South, as traced by NH3, and little HC7N emission is seen toward warmer regions. We can thus confidently attribute the difference in non-thermal line width magnitudes to variations in the gas motions each species is tracing.
We show in Figure 10 histograms of the difference in magnitude between HC7N and NH3 line centroids (a), and non-thermal line widths (b), for all regions where both NH3 and HC7N are detected (black line). For both plots, the grey hatched histogram shows the distributions for the HC7N 1a and 1b clumps only, while the red hatched histogram shows the distributions for all other clumps. Note that we are able to derive vLSR toward a greater number of points than σNT , which requires an accurate temperature measurement. Over all the HC7N clumps, the distribution of the centroid velocity difference between HC7N and NH3 is consistent statistically with being a Gaussian centered at ∆vLSR = 0 km s −1 . Fitting the distribution for 1a and 1b separately, we find a small shift in the best-fit Gaussian centre, with ∆vLSR = 0.02 km s −1 . There is a larger change, however, in the Gaussian width of the HC7N and NH3 centroid differences between the 1a/1b clumps and all other re- gions, where we find a Gaussian width of 0.16 km s −1 toward 1a and 1b, but only 0.09 km s −1 toward the rest of the HC7N detections. The thermal sound speed, σ th = 0.20 km s −1 for a gas temperature of 11 K. In general, then, the relative velocities of the two species are therefore subsonic over all the HC7N cores, but toward the 1a and 1b cores we see some regions with transsonic variation between the gas velocities traced by HC7N and NH3.
In contrast to the vLSR results, Figure 10b shows that the difference in non-thermal line widths between the HC7N and NH3 emission is not Gaussian for the HC7N 1a and 1b clumps. In clumps 1a and 1b, the first, smaller peak is centered at ∼ 0 km s −1 , which we can see from Figure 9b is localized near the HC7N 1b and continuum peaks. A second, larger peak is seen at σNT, HC 7 N − σNT, NH 3 ∼ 0.07 km s −1 . For the rest of the clumps, the distribution of the difference in non-thermal line widths is significantly different (red hatched histogram). Here, the distribution of the difference in non-thermal line widths is approximately centered at zero, but with a large standard deviation relative to the results in 1a and 1b. The systematic increase in HC7N non-thermal line widths over NH3 is thus localized to the HC7N 1a and 1b region.
Given the differences seen in line centroids and, in some cases, non-thermal line widths between HC7N and NH3, we conclude that the two species are not tracing the same material within Serpens South. In the case of HC7N clumps 1a and 1b, the transsonic line widths of the HC7N emission suggests it is being emitted in gas that, while still dense, is more strongly influenced by non-thermal motions than traced by NH3. It is possible that HC7N is simply tracing more turbulent gas in the outer layers of the filament associated with 1a and 1b, but alternatively, the non-thermal motions in the HC7N emission may be dominated by coherent motions, such as infall. If the two species are indeed tracing different material, then abundance variations in the gas are likely present along the line of sight that are not captured by our average abundance calculations above. The mostly likely effect, given the rapid decline in HC7N abundance and slow growth of NH3 abundance at high densities, is that [NH3]/[HC7N] is smallest in the outer, lower density layers around the filaments and cores, but we are unable to probe this further with the data presented here. In addition, the gas temperature where HC7N is emitted may be different than that traced by NH3. As discussed previously, however, a small change in Tex will have only a small impact on the HC7N column density, as well as on the derived non-thermal line widths.
HC7N velocity gradients
As Figures 2 and 3 show, most HC7N emission peaks in Serpens South are offset from continuum emission peaks. HC7N clump 2 is an exception, as the HC7N emission contours follow closely a small enhancement in the dust continuum emission along a narrow filament extending to the east. Similar patterns of emission from molecular species known to deplete in dense gas, such as CS, have been previously explained as the result of inhomogenous contraction of dense clumps and cores when the emission was correlated with inward motions (Tafalla et al. 2004 ). Here, we look at the variation in the HC7N line centroids to investigate whether the HC7N distribution might arise from a similar process. In Figure 11 , we show maps of the HC7N line centroid toward all the HC7N clumps. In regions where the HC7N lines could be fit over multiple beams, including HC7N clumps 1a, 1b, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b , and 5, smooth gradients in vLSR are apparent.
We determine the pixel-to-pixel gradient in vLSR using the immediately adjacent pixels in the x-and y-directions (i.e., in R.A. and Decl.), and determine an overall gradient magnitude and direction for each pixel. Toward HC7N clumps 1a and 1b, Figure 11 shows that the vLSR gradients point toward the continuum emission peak along the long axis of the filament. This behavior can be seen more clearly in Figure 13a , which shows a map of the LOS velocity gradient at each pixel, omitting any pixels immediately adjacent to those masked based on low SNR. The arrows are scaled in length in units of km s −1 pc −1 , given that each pixel is 13 ′′ , or 0.016 pc at 260 pc. Typical uncertainties per pixel are ∼ 0.5 − 0.8 km s −1 pc −1 in magnitude, and ∼ 20
• in angle where gradient magnitudes are 1 km s −1 pc −1 (where gradient magnitudes are smaller, the gradient angle quickly becomes very uncertain). In 1b, the overall gradient is to- Figure 9 . a) Map of the difference in vLSR , v LSR,NH 3 -v LSR,HC 7 N , between NH 3 and HC 7 N toward the dense filament with HC 7 N peaks labeled 1a and 1b on Figure 1 . White contours show integrated HC 7 N intensity as in Figure 1 . Grey contours show the integrated NH 3 (1,1) intensity. b) vLSR derived from fits of NH 3 (blue symbols) and HC 7 N (red symbols) along the axis shown in black in panel a). Error bars show the 1 − σ spread in values along the perpendicular (R.A.) axis where spectra meet the S/N limit. In this panel and panels c) and d), points are spaced by 13 ′′ . c) The non-thermal line width, σ NT , for NH 3 (blue symbols) and HC 7 N (red symbols) along the axis shown in black in panel a). The non-thermal line width was calculated by assuming the temperature for both species is the NH 3 -derived kinetic temperature, T K , at each pixel. Error bars show the 1 − σ spread in values along the perpendicular (R.A.) axis where spectra meet the S/N limit. Toward HC 7 N peak 1b, the non-thermal line widths of both HC 7 N and NH 3 are equal, but HC 7 N traces larger non-thermal motions toward HC 7 N peak 1a. d) HC 7 N (black points) and H 2 (grey points) column densities along the axis shown in black in panel a). The x-axes have been scaled to show the same absolute range in column density for each species. Error bars show the 1 − σ spread in values along the perpendicular (R.A.) axis where spectra meet the S/N limit. Dashed grey lines show the location of the N (H 2 ) peak.
ward the continuum peak from the south-south-east, with a mean magnitude of 2.3 ± 0.9 km s −1 pc −1 and position angle (PA) of 289 ± 46
• (east of north). In 1a, there isn't a single overall gradient, but the Figure instead shows coherent gradients from the east, north and west at the northern end of the clump, toward the continuum ridge. Of these, the west-to-east gradient at the filament's north-west edge is the greatest in magnitude, and follows a bend in the larger-scale filamentary structure in Serpens South traced by the continuum emission. Additionally, a gradient across the filament from west to east is clearly seen south of the HC7N emission peak. The mean clump gradient is dominated by the westeast motions, with a magnitude of 3.0 ± 0.9 km s −1 pc
with PA = 92 ± 30
• . Figure 13b shows the relative abundance of NH3 to HC7N over the same region, showing that the overall velocity gradients point toward the HC7N abundance peaks (or minima in [NH3]/[HC7N] , as plotted). The HC7N distribution and observed velocity gradients thus suggest that new material is flowing along the larger-scale filament seen in infrared absorption and dust continuum emission, toward the dense region containing HC7N clumps 1a and 1b.
Where they are well-determined (see Figure 11) , the velocity gradients are remarkably smooth in the other regions, but most do not show similar patterns relative to the dust continuum as seen toward 1a and 1b. Toward 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b, the HC7N emission is largely offset from the continuum and NH3 emission, and the velocity gradients traced by the HC7N line centroid point away from the continuum, along position angles between 40
• to 60
• for 4a, 3a, and 3b, and 110
• for 4b, with mean magnitudes of 1-4 km s −1 pc −1 . A comparison of Figures 3 and 11 shows that the HC7N velocity gradients in clumps 3a and 3b are directed toward the peak NH3 emission, however, which is offset from the continuum peak. The velocity gradient toward HC7N clump 5 matches approximately the elongation of the clump with PA ∼ 240
• and a magnitude of 1.2 km s −1 pc −1 . The PA of this gradient is approximately 30
• offset from the PA of Figure 10 . Histogram of the difference in a) vLSR , and b) non-thermal line widths, σ NT , between HC 7 N and NH 3 toward all regions where both HC 7 N and NH 3 are detected above the S/N thresholds (black lines), toward the HC 7 N clumps 1a and 1b only (grey hashed region), and toward all other clumps (red hashed region). Bins are 0.025 km s −1 and 0.02 km s −1 , respectively. The distributions of the difference in line centroids are consistent with Gaussian distributions for all regions together, as well as when separated into the clumps as described above, but the Gaussian width is substantially larger for clumps 1a and 1b. In contrast, the non-thermal line width difference plot shows a maximum at ∼ 0.07 km s −1 for all clumps, but the Figure shows this result is dominated by the 1a and 1b clumps, while the other regions show a more smooth distribution between ∼ ±0.2 km s −1 . Toward HC 7 N clumps 1a and 1b, Figure 9 shows that equal non-thermal line widths between HC 7 N and NH 3 (where a small secondary peak in the distribution can be seen) are localized to the continuum peak just north of the HC 7 N 1b clump.
the elongated continuum associated with the HC7N clump. Similarly to clumps 1a and 1b, the gradient points toward the HC7N abundance peak.
HC7N clumps 1a and 1b: Tracing infalling motions
Stability of the filament
Toward clumps 1a and 1b, the spatial distribution of HC7N, the difference in non-thermal line widths between HC7N and NH3, and the velocity gradients seen in the HC7N emission may be explained by a pattern of infall of material onto the filament, both along the line of sight and in the plane of the sky. We now examine the stability of the filament containing clumps 1a and 1b to test this possibility. We approximate the continuum feature bracketed by HC7N clumps 1a and 1b as an isothermal cylinder, and assume the axis of the cylinder to be in the plane of the sky. The continuum emission is elongated, with a long axis length of ∼ 3 ′ (0.23 pc at d = 260 pc) and an average width of ∼ 1 ′ (∼ 0.08 pc), giving an aspect ratio of ∼ 3. This area encloses a region where column densities N (H2) 5 × 10 22 cm −2 , or half the maximum column density in the filament. For an isothermal cylinder, the radius containing half its mass is similar to the Jeans length at the cylinder central axis (Ostriker 1964) , which ranges from 0.13 pc at a density n = 10 4 cm −3 to 0.04 pc at n = 10 5 cm −3 at T = 11 K, in broad agreement with the width used. The additional structure in the continuum near the filament makes a more rigorous fitting of the feature difficult. We also note that the HC7N emission extends ∼ 1.5
′ beyond the continuum along the north-south axis, while retaining a similar width, for an aspect ratio closer to 4. We estimate the filament mass by summing the H2 column density over a length of 3 ′ in Dec., to a distance from the continuum emission peak at each decl. of 0.5 ′ along the R.A. axis. We find a total mass M ∼ 31 M⊙, and therefore a mass per unit length, M/L ∼ 134 M⊙ pc −1 . At densities of n = 10 4 cm −3 to n = 10 5 cm −3 and temperatures T = 11 K, the Jeans mass is ∼ 6 M⊙ to 2 M⊙ (Spitzer 1978) . The calculated mass therefore suggests that the filament should be highly unstable to any density perturbations and consequent fragmentation.
Assuming no additional support, the maximum M/L for an infinite, isothermal cylinder in equilibrium is (M/L)crit = 2kT /(µmHG) (Ostriker 1964 ). At T = 11 K, this gives (M/L)crit = 18 M⊙ pc −1 , a factor > 7 less than the observed M/L ratio. Both NH3 and HC7N line widths exhibit significant contributions from non-thermal motions, with mean velocity dispersions σ ∼ 0.2 − 0.25 km s −1 . If the non-thermal motions provide support to the filament (i.e. they are not indicative of systematic motions such as infall or outflow), then the adjusted critical line mass is (M/L)crit = 2σ 2 /G ∼ 29 M⊙ pc −1 , or slightly greater than one fifth of the observed M/L ratio.
The filament is likely not oriented with the cylinder axis exactly in the plane of the sky. If, instead, the axis is oriented at some angle θ from the plane of the sky, then the true length L ′ = L/cos θ and the mass per unit length
Using the thermal stability criterion, the angle θ must be greater than ∼ 78
• for M/L ′ (M/L)crit to render the filament unstable. This requires the true filament length L ′ ∼ 1.1 pc, which is large relative to the approximate full extent of the Serpens South complex (in projection, ∼ 2.5 pc measuring along the longest continuous filamentary features). We thus consider this extreme orientation unlikely. In addition, assuming a greater distance of 415 pc to Serpens South (rather than 260 pc), as described in §1, would increase the total mass in the filament by a factor of 2.5, and the M/L ratio by a factor of 1.6, further bolstering the argument that this feature is unstable. While the unknown orientation of the filament therefore adds uncertainty to the true (M/L) ratio, this analysis shows that the filament is almost certainly unstable to both radial collapse and fragmentation.
Radial infall
Given the likely unstable state of the filament, we may expect to see evidence for infall or collapse in the observed gas kinematics. Infall motions in molecular cloud cores are often identified by blue-asymmetric line profiles in optically thick molecular emission lines, where the increasing excitation temperature of the gas toward the core centre results in stronger emission from blue-shifted gas relative to the observer, while self-absorption creates a central dip in the spectral line (e.g., Snell Kirk et al. 2013 for details of the observations and data reduction) show this characteristic line profile. We show in Figure 12 the HNC emission averaged over the northern filament, revealing a blue-peaked line profile with a self-absorption minimum that aligns well with the line centroid for both the optically thin H 13 CO + J = 1 − 0 emission (shown, same dataset) and NH3 (the mean vLSR over the filament indicated by the dashed line). Using the 'Hill5' core infall model described by De Vries & Myers (2005) , where the gas excitation temperature linearly increases toward the core centre, and each half of the gas is moving toward the other at a fixed velocity, we find an infall velocity of 0.52 km s −1 (red dashed line in Figure 12 ). This is similar to values found through analysis of self-absorbed spectra toward the filament south of the SSC using the same tracer (vin = 0.25 km s −1 and vin = 0.54 km s −1 ; Kirk et al. 2013) . We note, however, that the averaged spectrum has a signal-to-noise ratio of ∼ 15, whereas the authors recommend a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 30 for high accuracy fits to the infall velocity. Nevertheless, the HNC data show that infall motions are indeed found toward the northern filament, as we expect based on our stability analysis.
While no asymmetries are seen in the HC7N line profiles, infall motions will broaden optically thin emission lines beyond the thermal width (Myers 2005) . Given the strong argument above that HC7N must be tracing recently-dense gas, the intriguing consistent increase in the non-thermal line widths of the HC7N emission over the NH3 emission may then be explained by systematic infall of the material traced by HC7N. Arzoumanian et al. (2013) have shown that supercritical filaments observed with Herschel tend to have larger, supersonic velocity dispersions than subcritical filaments, and suggest that in supercritical filaments, the large velocity dispersions may be driven by gravitational contraction or accretion. In clumps 1a and 1b, the 0.07 km s −1 difference in non-thermal line width between NH3 and HC7N may then represent a mean infall speed of HC7N relative to NH3. This value agrees well with the speeds inferred through observations of infall motions in low mass starless and protostellar cores (e.g., Lee et al. 2001; Williams et al. 2006) , and with predictions from the Myers (2013) model of core formation by filament contraction, but is significantly lower than suggested by the HNC modeling. We note that if a portion of the NH3 non-thermal line width is also due to infall, then our infall velocity estimate is a lower limit for the total infall velocity onto the filament. Additionally, the critical density of the HNC 1-0 line is significantly greater (∼ 5×10 5 cm −3 ), and thus is likely tracing infall at higher densities and smaller radii within the filament. More detailed radiative transfer modelling is needed to clarify the relationship between the HNC and HC7N line profiles. Here, we are interested in the accretion of material onto the filament, and in the following discussion use the infall speed derived from the HC7N line emission, with the caveat that it is likely a lower limit to the true infall speed.
We can estimate the mass accretion rate onto the filament assuming isotropic radial infall with a velocity vin = 0.07 km s −1 , giving Macc = vinρ(2πrL). Based on our mass estimate in the filament, M ∼ 31 M⊙, we find a mean number density n ∼ 5 × 10 5 cm −3 . HC7N is likely tracing less dense material, however, for two reasons. First, at such high densities HC7N is expected to deplete rapidly from the gas, as we discussed above. Second, we showed in §4.1 that the critical density of the line is substantially less than this value (ncr ∼ 5 × 10 3 cm −3 ). The critical density and the mean filament density give lower and upper limits on the density of the gas where HC7N is emitted in the region, with the true value likely somewhere in between. Assuming, then, that the density of infalling gas is ∼ 10 4 cm −3 , we find an accretion rate of ∼ 5 M⊙ Myr −1 with L = 0.23 pc and r = 0.08 pc. At n = 5 × 10 3 cm −3 , we find instead 2.4 M⊙ Myr −1 , while at n = 5 × 10 5 cm −3 , the accretion rate is a massive 170 M⊙ Myr −1 .
Infall in the plane of the sky
Similarly, if we assume the observed HC7N velocity gradients also represent gas flow onto the filament, we can estimate the accretion rate in the plane of the sky. This flow could stem from material flowing along the larger filament toward the continuum peak, but could also be the result of the 'edge mode' of filamentary collapse that Pon et al. (2011) showed can occur in filaments of finite length. Pon et al. find that the edges of a finite filament can collapse on a shorter timescale than the overall gravitational collapse of an unstable filament, leading to the buildup of dense material at the filament edge. The relative importance of this collapse mode over global gravitational collapse depends on the aspect ratio of the filament. Whether the observed gradients are caused by filamentary flow, or by the gravitational collapse of the filament at its ends, however, in both scenarios the HC7N emission reveals newly dense gas accreting onto the filament. The accretion rate along the filament is then M acc,f il = vposρ(πr 2 ), where ρ is the infalling gas density, r is the filament radius as above, and vpos = ∇v l is the magnitude of the velocity gradient along a length l of the filament in the plane of the sky.
Here, we look at clumps 1a and 1b separately due to their different velocity centroid patterns. The mean velocity gradient of the 1b clump is 2.3 km s −1 pc −1 over ∼ 0.1 pc, north toward the continuum peak. Using the same numbers as above for n and r, we find M acc,f il ∼ 3 M⊙ Myr −1 . While clump 1a shows evidence of flow along the filament from the north, the mean velocity gradient is dominated by the west-to-east gradient of 3 km s −1 pc −1 , again over ∼ 0.1 pc. Because this flow is along the side of the filament rather than along it, we instead estimate the accretion rate as M acc,f il = vposρ(2rL) ∼ 6.5 M⊙ Myr −1 , where L is the filament length. Again, if the true filament orientation is at an angle θ from the vertical rather than in the plane of the sky, then the mass accretion rate will be increased by a factor (cos θ) −1 . Combining these estimates with the accretion rate derived from our radial infall assumption, we estimate the total accretion rate onto the filament is then ∼ 14 M⊙ Myr −1 , but the uncertainties in this value are relatively large. Given the filament mass, this accretion rate is sufficient to form the filament within ∼ 2 Myr. This is greater by only a factor of ∼ 2 − 3 of the free-fall collapse timescale of a filament assuming a mean density n = 10 4 cm −3 and an aspect ratio of 3 (Toalá et al. 2012; Pon et al. 2012) , but is significantly longer than the collapse timescale at the density n = 5×10 5 cm −3 determined above for the filament.
The fate of the filament
We note that, along the line of sight, the direction of the velocity gradients nearest the Serpens South embedded cluster are away from the cluster. This suggests that the larger filament that the HC7N is associated with will not contribute additional material to the ongoing star formation in the SSC. This result is in contrast with similar analysis of the dense filament extending to the south of the SSC, where Kirk et al. (2013) estimate an accretion rate of ∼ 28 M⊙ Myr −1 onto the central cluster through analysis of the N2H + velocity gradient along the filament, and a substantial accretion rate lower limit of ∼ 130 M⊙ Myr −1 onto the filament itself through modelling of HNC emission. These accretion rates are similar to the star formation rate in the cluster centre (Gutermuth et al. 2008; Maury et al. 2011) .
Instead, the already over-dense filament north of the SSC will likely form an additional embedded cluster, with the Jeans calculations above suggesting fragmentation scales of 0.13 pc to 0.04 pc and masses of 6 M⊙ to 2 M⊙. While the continuum emission is smooth, there is some evidence for two separate components within the filament in the NH3 channel maps. Over several channel maps at lower vLSR, two peaks in the NH3 (1,1) emission are seen before the features merge at higher vLSR, with the brightest emission coincident with the continuum emission peak. The northern NH3 emission peak overlaps with HC7N clump 1a. In contrast, however, both HC7N emission peaks persist as separate emission features over all velocities where HC7N is detected. The projected distance between the two NH3 peaks is ∼ 90 ′′ , or ∼ 0.1 pc, similar to the Jeans length at n = 10 4 cm −3 . In addition, Bontemps et al. (2010) identify a Class 0 source coincident with the eastern edge of the continuum feature, suggesting some fragmentation and local collapse may have already taken place.
Other HC7N clumps in Serpens South
Of the HC7N detections in Serpens South, HC7N clump 2 is an interesting anomaly. The clump lies within a faint, narrow filament seen in infrared absorption (Figure 1 ) and in continuum emission (Figure 2 ). There is a low-contrast continuum emission enhancement that aligns well with both the HC7N emission peak and elongation of the integrated intensity contours, unlike the other HC7N clumps. No embedded protostars have been identified. Similarly, faint NH3 emission is also present, but extends further along the continuum filament in the western direction, and the [NH3]/[HC7N] abundance ratio is the lowest observed in the region, despite the colocation of the HC7N, NH3, and continuum emission (but is similar to those found for 3a, 4a, and 4b). The HC7N lines of clump 2 are significantly narrower than those seen toward the other HC7N features (∆v = 0.20 ± 0.04 km s −1 , Table 3 ; also see Figure 4 ). Observed offsets between the HC7N and NH3 line centroids are small (Figure 8) , and the two species show equal, subsonic non-thermal line widths (∼ 0.08 km s −1 ; see Table 3 ). The mass derived from the 1.1 mm continuum emission is ∼ 1.6 M⊙ within the ∼ 50
′′
×25
′′ (∼ 0.06 pc ×0.03 pc) HC7N contour. These characteristics suggest that the HC7N emission is revealing a very young starless core that is forming quiescently within a filament. The model predictions shown in Figure 7 suggest that the clump 'age', defined here as the time since the gas density reached n ∼ 10 4 cm −3 , is approximately a few ×10 4 yr to at most 10 5 yr. The detections of HC7N toward other clumps in Serpens South suggests the HC7N emission is highlighting regions where newly-dense gas is accreting onto clumps and filaments. With the exceptions of clumps 1a, 1b, 7a, and 7b, the HC7N emission is generally associated with relatively low H2 column densities (see Figure 6 ) and is offset from continuum features (see Figures 2 and 3) . Apart from clump 2, the HC7N line widths are large, with substantial non-thermal components given the cold temperatures of the Serpens South molecular gas. Interestingly, HC7N clumps 7a and 7b are associated with the dense southern filament, where asymmetric molecular line profiles show the filament is undergoing substantial ongoing radial infall (Kirk et al. 2013) . Given these results and our interpretation of HC7N emission as tracing newly-dense gas, our detections of HC7N emission toward the southern filament are expected. We find, however, that the relative abundances of NH3 to HC7N in 7a and 7b are typically high, with a smaller spread in values compared with clumps 1a and 1b, and clump 7b shows the greatest [NH3]/[HC7N] values in the observed region. Given its likely ongoing infall, this suggests that most of the gas accreting onto the southern filament is already at higher densities than the the gas accreting onto the northern filament.
CONCLUSIONS
We have detected abundant HC7N J = 21 − 20 emission toward multiple locations in the Serpens South cluster-forming region using the K-Band Focal Plane Array at the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope. HC7N is seen primarily toward cold filamentary structures within the region that have yet to form stars, largely avoiding the dense gas associated with small protostellar groups and embedded protostars within the main central cluster of Serpens South.
We calculate the critical density of the HC7N J = 21 − 20 line, and find that it is similar to NH3. Furthermore, the excitation curve (excitation temperature, Tex, vs. density, n) of the two species agree well with each other, such that both HC7N and NH3 should be excited in the same regions if they are both present in significant abundances. We detect NH3 emission over most of the area mapped in Serpens South. The greatest NH3 column densities are found along the infrared-dark filaments, but substantial low column density NH3 is also present between the filaments. Given our high sensitivity observations, it is clear that HC7N can only be present in very low abundances in the gas phase toward most of the regions where we find NH3. This abundance difference is likely driven by the different chemical timescales for the formation and destruction of HC7N and NH3, as discussed in §4.1.
We show that HC7N is not found toward a smooth dis- tribution of H2 column density, in contrast to NH3. Instead, the HC7N detections are relatively overdense at both low and high column density (although the distribution is not bimodal). We suggest that this distribution shows there may be two separate regimes in Serpens South in which HC7N remains abundant. First, at low N (H2), where we expect lower gas densities, HC7N is present in both chemically and dynamically young regions, such as HC7N clump 2, and possibly clumps 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b. In these regions, we also find very low [NH3]/[HC7N] abundance ratios, suggesting NH3 has not had sufficient time to form in large abundance, giving a relatively small chemical 'age' based on the model in Figure 7 . Second, at intermediate to high N (H2), where gas densities are higher (and the timescale for HC7N to deplete from the gas phase is shorter), we argue that HC7N is abundant in regions that are actively accreting less-dense material from their surroundings, thereby resetting the timescale for HC7N formation and depletion. This interpretation is bolstered by the detailed stability analysis of HC7N clumps 1a and 1b in §4.3, but can also explain the asymmetric distribution of HC7N emission around continuum and NH3 features in clumps 5, 6, 7a, 7b, and toward the SSC. Toward clumps 1a and 1b, we find consistent variations in the line centroids relative to NH3 (1,1) emission, as well as systematic increases in the HC7N non-thermal line widths, which we argue reveal infall motions onto dense filaments within Serpens South with minimum mass accretion rates of M ∼ 2 − 5 M⊙ Myr. Future analysis of the (sub)millimeter continuum and NH3 emission in Serpens South will probe the stability of the clumps and filaments near the other HC7N features. We showed that the relative abundances of NH3 to HC7N are similar to previous results where HC7N has been detected in nearby star-forming regions, where studies have generally focused on isolated cores in quiescent environments. It is likely, then, that Serpens South is not particularly remarkable in its abundance of HC7N, but instead the serendipitous mapping of HC7N simultaneously with NH3 has allowed us to detect HC7N at low abundances in regions where it otherwise may not have been looked for. Our observations, as well as previous mapping observations, suggest that HC7N emission peaks are often offset from both NH3 or continuum emission peaks, although the extended emission overlaps spatially. Searches for the molecule targeted to continuum emission 'clumps', without mapping of significant areas, are thus unlikely to have many results. This result extends the known star-forming regions containing significant HC7N emission from typically quiescent regions like Taurus and Auriga to more complex, active environments. 
